
Managed Detection 
& Response

Endpoints, mobile devices, networks, email, 
and other cloud applications are monitored for 
malicious activity around the clock. 

More than Endpoints:  
Comprehensive Coverage

Defendify’s Managed Detection & Response 
(MDR) solution features comprehensive,  
AI-driven continuous monitoring for 
anomalous behavior and malicious activity 
with a dedicated team of security experts 
who actively help contain attacks in real-time, 
24 hours a day. 
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The last thing you need is more work to do.  
Most security tools generate extensive and often irrelevant 
notifications, forcing you to sift through false alarms to find 
true indicators of compromise (IOCs). Defendify’s Managed 
Detection & Response solution incorporates artificial 
intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) to pinpoint  
both known and unknown threats to your endpoints,  
network, and cloud applications. 

Rely on experts for ongoing investigation.  
Our elite cybersecurity team responds in real-time, 24/7,  
to suspicious activity and works toward terminating  
harmful processes and quarantining infected endpoints 
before your systems are impacted further. Our team 
constantly studies evolving attack techniques empowering 

quicker threat detection and action—whether that means 
deleting malware, stopping ransomware, identifying bot 
attacks, or defending against human-powered malicious 
methods. We allow you to focus on your work while we focus 
on taking action.

Multi-signal visibility enables faster contextual decisions. 
Our cybersecurity experts respond on the spot, 24/7, to 
identify and contain threats.  In the case of a security 
escalation, our team reaches out using your predefined 
emergency call list. And we provide a 24/7 security operations 
hotline where you can reach our team as needed. This quick 
response and containment can help stop, mitigate, and 
eliminate the spread and destruction of a security incident.

More than Alerts: Proactive Response and Remediation

Endpoints

Defendify’s Managed Detection & Response solution 
includes agents that are deployed on computers and 
servers, providing continuous protection and 24/7 
monitoring by our cybersecurity experts, including roaming 
devices in external environments from home offices to coffee 
shops.

Next-Generation Antivirus (NGAV) is the first line of defense 
to block malicious files, processes, and ransomware 
immediately. It also includes advanced hygiene sensors that 
report each device’s cybersecurity health, including password 
policies, patching status, disk encryption, firewall protection, 
and more.

Cloud Applications

Defendify’s Managed Detection & Response solution 
proactively monitors your cloud applications for signs 
of intrusion, malicious logins, Account Take Over (ATO), 
and other anomalies. Our team of cybersecurity experts 
continuously monitors key business applications, such  
as Office365, Google Workspace, Azure, AWS,  
Salesforce, and more, 24 hours a day.

Mobile Devices

The Defendify Managed Detection & Response solution 
delivers autonomous threat protection to mobile devices, 
providing both detection and response to help protect more 
quickly against threats such as phishing/SMShing, malicious 
apps, device tampering, and man-in-the-middle attacks.

Networks

Defendify’s Managed Detection & Response solution includes 
ingesting logs from your firewalls and IDS/IPS systems 
with an ongoing examination of all traffic to and from your 
network. Tracked activity and log data are actively monitored 
and analyzed by our team of cybersecurity experts who 
proactively investigate and contain suspicious behavior.

Defendify’s Managed Detection & Response solution collects 
data across your entire environment, whether on-premise, 
work from home, mobile, or cloud. With modern attack 
techniques leveraging multiple threat surfaces, Defendify 
provides:

• A holistic view with key context and visibility
• Quicker threat detection
• Reduced false positives
• Faster response times
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Every Defendify customer is assigned a 
dedicated cybersecurity success manager 
who provides ongoing guidance and 
assistance. Regular reports from Defendify 
detail cybersecurity status and health and 
are reviewed at scheduled monthly meetings. 
Together, we look at the areas listed to the right.

Our regular check-ins provide key insights with 
ongoing recommendations to help continuously 
improve your cybersecurity.

More than Robots: Real People 
and Advanced Protection
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-G2 Review

Defendify’s Managed 
Detection & Response 
solution listed as  
“Best Support”,  
“High Performer”, and 
“Easiest to Do Business 
With” in the G2 Threat 
Intelligence Category.

“Excellent Suite of Cybersecurity Tools + 24/7 
Threat Monitoring and Response”

What do you like best?

Defendify has really been able to grow with us as a business. We started 
by using Defendify to get our cybersecurity house in order and to 
meet some compliance and vendor requirements from our enterprise 
customers. We’ve since expanded to include Defendify’s Managed 
Detection & Response solution, which now provides us with a 24/7 
Security Operations Center with monitoring/containment/remediation. 
We were pleasantly surprised to have that up and running in just a couple 
of weeks. It’s been an eye-opener for us to see the Defendify reports. We 
feel so much better knowing we have a team of cybersecurity experts 
keeping a close eye on things around the clock. 
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